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● Addition of a long-acting muscarinic antagonist (LAMA) to inhaled corticosteroid/long-acting
β2-agonist (ICS/LABA) therapy improves lung function and reduces exacerbations in patients
with asthma.1–3

● The Phase IIIA CAPTAIN study showed that adding umeclidinium (UMEC) to fluticasone
furoate/vilanterol (FF/VI) improved lung function and symptom control and led to numerical
reductions in the annualized rate of moderate/severe exacerbations in patients with
uncontrolled asthma despite ICS/LABA therapy.4

● When asthma symptoms worsen, patients often increase use of short-acting β2-agonists
(SABA) instead of continuing their regular maintenance therapy.5 However, SABAs do not
address the underlying airway inflammation associated with symptom worsening, and their
overuse is associated with poor asthma control and increased risk of exacerbations and
mortality.6

● It is unclear whether the extent of SABA use may impact the effects of add-on LAMA therapy
in asthma.

Background

Methods
● CAPTAIN was a Phase IIIA, randomized, 24–52-week, parallel-group study (GSK study

205715, NCT02924688; Figure 1).

Aims
● Using data from CAPTAIN, this prespecified subgroup analysis evaluated the impact of

baseline SABA use (<2 vs ≥2 puffs/day) on lung function, moderate/severe exacerbation rates
and asthma control following addition of UMEC to FF/VI.

● Endpoints reported are:
– Change from baseline in clinic trough FEV1 at Week 24 (primary endpoint in CAPTAIN)

analyzed using a mixed-model repeated measures model.
– Annualized rate of moderate/severe asthma exacerbations (Weeks 1–52; key secondary

endpoint) analyzed using a negative binomial model.
– Asthma Control Questionnaire (ACQ)-7 response (≥0.5-point decrease from baseline) at

Week 24 analyzed using a generalized linear mixed model with a logit link function.
● For the overall analyses of the primary and key secondary endpoints, a step-down closed-

testing hierarchy was used to account for multiplicity across endpoints and UMEC doses.
– The overall analyses of moderate/severe asthma exacerbation rate and ACQ-7 response

and all subgroup analyses presented here were not adjusted for multiplicity.
– Data for UMEC 62.5 mcg only are presented as this is the only licensed dose for asthma

maintenance treatment.

*Provided as a fixed-dose via the DISKUS DPI; †provided as a fixed-dose via the ELLIPTA DPI; ‡randomization 
stratified by pre-study ICS dose (medium vs high); §all participants in the study had a safety follow-up contact 
approximately 7 days after the End of Study Visit (dependent on actual transition date) or Early Withdrawal Visit. 
All doses are mcg.
BID, twice a day; DPI, dry powder inhaler; EOS, eosinophils; FeNO, fractional exhaled nitric oxide; 
FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; HRU, healthcare resource utilization; ITT, intention-to-treat; 
QD, once daily; R, randomization

Conclusions
● Patients with higher baseline SABA use tended to have poorer lung function

and symptom control at baseline and were also receiving higher ICS doses
prior to study entry compared with patients with lower baseline SABA use.

● Despite differences in baseline characteristics, both SABA use subgroups
demonstrated generally similar improvements in treatment outcomes
following the addition of UMEC to FF/VI, indicating that baseline SABA use
may not alter treatment responses to FF/UMEC/VI.

● A total of 2436 participants were included in the ITT population.

● Patients in the ≥2 puffs/day SABA use subgroup had higher pre-study ICS doses, poorer pre-
bronchodilator FEV1, and higher ACQ-7 scores, indicating poorer symptom control than
patients in the <2 puffs/day subgroup (Table 1).

● Numerical improvements were seen in trough FEV1 for both subgroups following addition of
UMEC 62.5 mcg to FF/VI 100/25 mcg, which were comparable to the improvement seen in the
overall population (Figure 2). With the addition of UMEC 62.5 mcg to FF/VI 200/25 mcg,
improvements in trough FEV1 were numerically larger in the ≥2 puffs/day subgroup than either
the <2 puffs/day subgroup or the overall population (Figure 2).

● Mean annualized moderate/severe exacerbation rates were numerically lower in both SABA
use subgroups, and similar to the overall population, when UMEC 62.5 mcg was added
to FF/VI 100/25 mcg (Figure 3). However, following addition of UMEC 62.5 mcg to
FF/VI 200/25 mcg, a numerical reduction in moderate/severe exacerbation rate was only
observed in the ≥2 puffs/day subgroup (Figure 3).

● A larger proportion of patients had an ACQ-7 response in both SABA use subgroups and
the overall population when adding UMEC 62.5 mcg to both FF/VI 100/25 mcg and
FF/VI 200/25 mcg, although slightly higher odds ratios for ACQ-7 response were observed in
the ≥2 puffs/day subgroup (Figure 4).

Figure 2. Effects of adding UMEC to FF/VI on trough FEV1 (Week 24) by 
baseline SABA use 

Results

Figure 1. CAPTAIN study design 

Table 1. Baseline demographics and clinical characteristics by baseline 
SABA use

<2 puffs/day

n=1725

≥2 puffs/day

n=674

Overall (ITT)

n=2436

Demographics

Age, years, mean (SD) 52.9 (13.48) 54.0 (11.88) 53.2 (13.11)

Male, n (%) 650 (38) 255 (38) 922 (38)

BMI, kg/m2, mean (SD) 28.78 (6.456) 30.91 (6.878) 29.35 (6.642)

Clinical characteristics

Pre-study ICS dose –
medium dose*, n (%) 1211 (70) 386 (57) 1621 (67)

Pre-bronchodilator FEV1
†, 

mL, mean (SD)
n=1724

2077 (676.5)
n=673

1877 (647.4)
n=2434

2023 (677.3)

ACQ-7 score‡, mean (SD) n=1687
2.0 (0.66)

n=662
2.5 (0.66)

n=2383
2.1 (0.70)

Data for all six treatment subgroups are included; *At screening; medium dose defined as >250 to ≤500 mcg/day 
fluticasone propionate (or equivalent); †the last acceptable/borderline acceptable pre-dose FEV1 prior to randomized 
treatment start date; ‡at randomization.
BMI, body mass index; SD, standard deviation 
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*Note: the x-axis is on a log scale. n = number of patients with analyzable data by treatment.

Figure 3. Effects of adding UMEC to FF/VI on annualized rate of 
moderate/severe exacerbations (Weeks 1–52) by baseline SABA use 

n = number of patients with analyzable data at Week 24 by treatment. CI, confidence interval; LS, least squares

*Defined as a ≥0.5-point improvement (decrease) from baseline in ACQ-7 total score; †note: the x-axis is on a log
scale. n = number of patients with analyzable data at Week 24 by treatment.

Figure 4. Effects of adding UMEC to FF/VI on percentage of ACQ-7 
responders* (Week 24), by baseline SABA use
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